An important question in protein evolution is to what extent proteins may have undergone swaps (switches of domain or fragment order) during evolution. Such events might have occurred in several forms: Swaps of short fragments, swaps of structural and functional motifs, or recombination of domains in multidomain proteins. This question is important for the theoretical understanding of the evolution of proteins, and has practical implications for using swaps as a design tool in protein engineering. In order to analyze the question systematically, we conducted a large scale survey of possible swaps and permutations among all pairs of protein from the Swissport database. A swap is defined as a specific kind of sequence mutation between two proteins in which two fragments that appear in both sequences have different relative order in the two sequences. For example, aXbYc and dYeXf are defined as a swap, where X and Y represent sequence fragments that switched their order. Identifying such swaps is difficult using standard sequence comparison packages. One of the main problems in the analysis stems from the fact that many sequences contain repeats, which may be identified as false-positive swaps. We have used two different approaches to detect pairs of proteins with swaps. The first approach is based on the predefined list of domains in Pfam. We identified all the proteins that share at least two domains and analyzed their relative order, looking for pairs in which the order of these domains was switched. We designed an algorithm to distinguish between real swaps and duplications. In the second approach, we used Blast to detect pairs of proteins that share several fragments. Then, we used an automatic procedure to select pairs that are likely to contain swaps. Those pairs were analyzed visually, using a graphical tool, to eliminate duplications. Combining these approaches, about 140 different cases of swaps in the Swissprot database were found (after eliminating multiple pairs within the same family). Some of the cases have been described in the literature, but many are novel examples. Although each new example identified may be interesting to analyze, our main conclusion is that cases of swaps are rare in protein evolution. This observation is at odds with the common view that proteins are very modular to the point that modules (e.g., domains) can be shuffled between proteins with minimal constraints. Our study suggests that sequential constraints, i.e., the relative order between domains, are highly conserved. Proteins 2002;48:377-387.
INTRODUCTION
Analysis of the domain structure of proteins has led to the suggestion that protein domains often function as independent entities (see, e.g., Khosla and Harbury 1 ). This assumption would lead one to suspect that swaps of protein sequence may have occurred commonly in evolution.
Knowing the nature and frequency of swaps is important for theoretical understanding of the evolution of proteins, for appreciating the possibilities and limitations of protein engineering and also has practical implications for protein sequence comparisons.
We define a swap as a specific kind of sequence mutation between a pair of proteins in which a fragment of one sequence can be found in the other protein out of its original sequential order.
Formally, we define sequences S 1 and S 2 to contain a swap if S 1 ϭ aXbYc and S 2 ϭ dYЈeXЈf where X is similar to XЈ and Y is similar to YЈ under some sequence similarity measure. (The "filler" sequences a,b,c,d,e,f, do not all have to exist in each example). A pair of proteins may contain more than one swap.
Note that this is an operational definition that covers several evolutionary scenarios, which are not easy to retrieve. One class of swaps might be a result of genetic events in an evolving genome. One possibility is a direct genetic swap event in which two fragments of DNA transposed their relative position in a gene and thus created a "swapped" sequence. The other possibility might be a combination of duplication and deletion events. For example if the original gene contained two domains AB, then a duplication will result in ABAB, and consequent deletions of the flanking domains will result in a gene of the form BA.
Another class might be of cases where two proteins were "fused" from similar modules, but the modules were as-sembled in different orders. Finally the order of fragments could be shuffled as a posttranslational event on the protein level. One famous example is the lectin, con A. 2 Such posttranslational events are considered to be very rare. Our procedures to detect swaps in proteins are based on the end-result sequences and are not dependent on the underlying mechanism. Nevertheless, as we elaborate on in the discussion, we believe that our results may shed light on the question of the origin of swaps.
The fact that proteins contain modules or domains and that these domains can be used as building blocks to form proteins has been discussed extensively. 3, 4 Many examples of swaps between proteins can be found in the literature. Some case are explicitly defined as swaps, (see, e.g., review in Lindgvist and Schneider 5 ), whereas in some other cases the existence of swaps is implied in the published data. 6 -10 To the best of our knowledge no systematic search of sequence databases for all such cases has been performed, and hence the extent to which swaps occur in proteins is not known.
In a previous study 11 we concentrated on studying a specific case of swaps, circular permutations. Circular permutations are cases in which a fragment from the N-terminal of one protein is similar to a fragment from the C-terminal of another protein, and similarly a fragment from the C-terminal of the first protein is similar to a fragment from the N-terminal of the second protein. The interest in circular permutations has risen recently, because it has been shown experimentally that, in most cases, proteins that underwent engineered circular permutations retain their three-dimensional structure and function (see e.g., Hennecke et al., 12 and Iwakura et al. 13 ). For detection of circular permutations, we were able to design a dynamic programming algorithm that by doubling one of the sequences could directly detect circular permutations.
14 Our survey 11 yielded 25 cases of circular permutations in proteins.
For the more general scenario that we are discussing here, where swaps can appear anywhere in the two sequences, we are not aware of a direct algorithmic approach for identifying swapped pairs. Hence, we have designed two complementary procedures discussed below to compile a comprehensive list of cases of swaps in proteins.
It has been noticed that identifying swaps is not always possible using standard sequence comparison packages. 15 Global sequence alignments, due to their linear sequential nature, cannot detect swaps at all. Thus, if we compare S 1 ϭ aXbYc and S 2 ϭ dYЈeXЈf, then if X is aligned with XЈ, then Y and YЈ cannot be aligned. Similarly, aligning Y and YЈ will prevent X and XЈ from being aligned.
Local sequence matching procedures produce a list of highly matching fragments, which needs to be further processed in order to identify swaps. This processing should look for a "cross" between the match regions, if S 1 (i Ϫ j) is matched with S 2 (k Ϫ l), and S 1 (m Ϫ n) is matched with S 2 (o Ϫ p), then there is a swap if m Ͼ i and k Ͼ o. Some cases in which the indexes partially overlap are less straightforward to define. The main difficulty in the analysis stems from the fact that many sequences contain repeats or duplications, which may cause falsepositive pairs.
We try to distinguish here between swaps and repeats or domain replication. Repeats are very common in protein sequences. A recent study 16 found that about 14% of protein sequences contain repeats. In many cases comparison between a pair of proteins in which one or both of the sequences contain repeats might look like a swap. For an example, see Figure 1 : In panel A HS1_HUMAN is compared with CRKL_HUMAN. Although this case may look like a swap, note that two fragments of HS1_HUMAN appear in CRKL_HUMAN, but the C-terminal of HS1_HUMAN appears twice in CRKL_HUMAN, once as an N-terminal fragment and then as a duplicate in the C-terminal. In this case, a reasonable scenario is that the N-terminal fragment of CRKL_HUMAN is a result of a duplication event, and there is no swap involved. On the other hand, in Figure 1B the situation is different. Whether we consider the two fragments in the C-terminal of NCF1_HUMAN to be a result of a duplication, and disregard either one of them, or consider both as separate domains, there is still a swap between NCF1_HUMAN and SCD2_SCHPO.
Because we are aware that the confusion between duplications and swaps is a major obstacle for swap detection, we designed two procedures to detect swaps in proteins that take this problem into consideration. One is based on using domain databases (such as ProDom 17 and Pfam 18 ) for pairs of proteins that contain similar domains, but these domains appear in a different order in each protein. Using the Pfam database, we designed an algorithm that enabled us to identify cases of unambiguous swaps rather than duplications. We then validated that the sequence similarity between the corresponding domains is statistically significant.
The second approach was designed to address cases where the swapped fragments are not recognized as domains in the database and is based on direct sequence comparison. It is based on Blast 19 searches, followed by an automated procedure to screen the output of Blast for candidate swaps and validation of these candidates by a more detailed sequence comparison algorithm (SmithWaterman 20 ) , followed by visual inspection. 33, 135 proteins that each includes at least two Pfam domains. After eliminating proteins that contain identical arrangement of domains (i.e., exactly the same set of domains in the same order), which are redundant for our purposes, we were left with 15,275 proteins. We removed 473 proteins that have a very large number of domains, i.e., more than 20 domains, because they represent a class of proteins with many repetitions, which are not the focus of our study.
METHODOLOGY
A program was used to compare these 15,275 sequences with each other, and 2434 cases of pairs of proteins that share at least two Pfam domains that appear in a different order were found.
Eliminating cases of duplications
As mentioned above, we need to differentiate between cases of real swaps and duplications. We define a swap as being a duplication artifact if there is a way to eliminate duplicated segments (by choosing one representative for duplicated occurrences of fragments) such that the swap will be eliminated. The swap is real when a change in the order of segments appears no matter how a single segment is chosen from duplicated segments.
For example, note the following schematic example, comparing A 1 BA 2 with BA, where A 1 and A 2 are two occurrences of A. This is not a real swap because we can chose A 2 as a representative occurrence of A, and thus we get BA 2 compared with BA with no swap. On the other hand, the case of comparing A 1 B 1 A 2 B 2 C with CA 1 is a real swap because there is no way to chose representatives for A and B to avoid a cross. Examples of artifact and real swaps in actual proteins are shown in Figure 1 .
This concept was implemented in a program to check all pairs. Although the algorithm is exponential, the number of domains in each protein is small (20 or less), so implementing the algorithm was feasible. A similar algorithm was suggested recently 21 to detect gene families. Using this algorithm, we have found 1637 cases in which the change of order was real and not a result of duplication.
Clustering
Using the Swisprot annotation these cases were manually clustered into groups of similar function. The clustering was based on the following criterion: If A and B represent a pair of proteins with a possible swap and C and D are another pair, then we merged these two cases, if A is highly similar by function to C and B is highly similar to D. After merging cases in this manner 763 cases remained.
Smith-Waterman comparison
To validate that the swap between the proteins is reflecting a significant similarity of the corresponding sequence segments rather than a weak assignment of domains in Pfam, the local alignment algorithm of SmithWaterman (as implemented in http://www-hto.usc.edu/ software/seqaln/) was used to directly compare each pair of sequences. The program is used with filters to eliminate sequences of low information content. The program supplies a list of all matching segments between the two proteins as well as statistics to evaluate the quality of the matches. We included only segments with an individual score that is higher than that expected for less than 0.1 of the population. (This value represents the highest significance score in the table of observed and expected P values calculated by the program for each pair.) One hundred fifty cases passed this statistical criterion. We note the large number of cases that failed to pass the statistical criterion. This probably means that the initial assignment of Pfam to domains is not always based on a sufficiently strong sequence similarity.
Visual inspection
The 150 pairs that pass this criterion were screened manually using a graphical tool that we have developed to display the results of the Smith-Waterman algorithm (See Fig. 1 ). This stage is necessary to make sure that each pair represents a real case of swaps and not a duplication. Note that in previous stages, cases of duplications of preassigned Pfam domains were eliminated; here the screen is on the direct sequence level. Altogether 113 cases were left.
Direct Sequence Comparison Sequence selection
The analysis began with a set of 68,925 proteins (longer than 60 amino acids) that appear in the ProDom 34.2 domain database. Highly similar sequences (as indicated by an identical domain structure in Prodom) were eliminated, and thus a set of 21,500 proteins was retained for further analysis.
Blast comparison
Blast, a standard data base search program, was used to compare all pairs of proteins from this set. The variant Wu-blast 22 was used, with default cutoff parameters, because it enables the matched fragments to include gaps. Regions of low complexity, which are not of interest in the context of swap analysis and can considerably complicate the statistical analysis of the results, were removed by PROTEIN SEQUENCE SWAPS running the Wu-blast program with the filters SEG 23 and XNU. 24 The comparison was done in the following manner: Each one of the sequences was run as a query against a data-set containing all of the sequences (i.e., 21,500 sequences that remained after initial filtering). Note that in this way every pair of proteins S 1 and S 2 is actually compared twice, once when S 1 is the query and S 2 is fished out of the set and the second time when S 2 is used as the query and S 1 is found as a match. This is important because Blast is not symmetric in this sense, especially when filters for low complexity are used. The Blast program produces, for each query sequence, a list of matches with any protein in the data-set. Hits to similar proteins, as judged by the nrdb90.pl program 25 were eliminated. Automatic screening was used, by comparing indices as explained in the Introduction, to identify the pairs of proteins for which the matches represent a possible swap. Overlap of less than 20% of the size of the smaller fragment was allowed in the definition of crossed indices. At this stage, we eliminated pairs of proteins in which S 1 serving as a query found S 2 in the data-set, but when S 2 was used as a query it did not find S 1 and vice verse. This stage left us with about 6500 candidate pairs of proteins that may contain swaps.
At this stage we realized that Blast uses a very weak acceptance criteria for multiple hits of a query sequence with a target: Once the first hit is considered significant, additional fragments are reported to be aligned in the same pair even if they are less significant. We therefore imposed a scoring threshold for all alignments of fragments for each pair using the information content based on a normalized score that is provided by Blast. The threshold required was a score of 22 bits or higher. This requirement of all hits being significant caused a huge reduction in the number of candidate pairs, and only 287 significant pairs remained.
Clustering
As in the Pfam based analysis, the Swisprot annotation was used to cluster the 287 cases into groups of similar function. After merging cases in this manner, 67 cases remained.
Final validation
The Smith-Waterman algorithm was used to asses the statistical significance of the swaps. The same acceptance criterion was used as in the Pfam-based analysis. The pairs that pass this criterion were screened manually using our graphical Tool. This procedure left us with 55 cases of pairs of proteins with swaps.
RESULTS
We have used two methods to search database of protein sequences to find pairs of proteins that are related by sequence swaps. Combining the results of the two methods, 140 different cases of swaps between pairs of proteins were found.
Of these, 85 cases were found only by the Pfam procedure, 28 cases were found by both methods, and 27 cases were found only by the Blast-based method.
The 140 pairs include about 200 proteins (because some of the proteins participate in more than one pair). The length distribution of these proteins is highly biased toward longer proteins (see Fig. 2 ). Only 3 proteins are of length shorter than 300 amino acids (AA), only 20 are shorter than 400 AA, about 100 proteins are of length 400 to 1000 AA, and 73 proteins [more than 35% (!)] are longer than 1000 AA. Note that in protein database such long proteins are not common; in the Pfam database that we were using less than 10% of the proteins are longer than 1000 AA.
The results can be divided into three classes: (1) Swaps between pairs of proteins that are very similar in function. Table I shows schematic information about several of these cases and the entire remaining list is given in Table  II . (2) Swaps between pairs of proteins that have presumably different functions. Several examples are shown in Table III , and the rest are listed in Table IV . (3) Swaps between proteins in which the function of at least one of the proteins is unknown. Usually these proteins have names that start with the letter "Y" in the swissprot naming convention (Table V) . In these cases our observations might help in assigning function to the swapped fragments and to the proteins harboring these fragments.
It is possible to categorize the cases of swaps according to the presumed evolutionary origin of the swapping domains and consequently according to the significance of the swapping event on the function of the resulting proteins. At the extreme are the retroviral polyproteins, which are cleaved into several functional proteins. The order of the proteins in the polyprotein should have no affect on the properties of the resulting mature proteins, and not surprisingly, several cases of such swapping were found by the screen (e.g., POL_EIAV9 and VPRT_JSRV, (Table I, 1.) in which the reverse transcriptase and the aspartyl protease are transposed in comparison to each other). The cases of fatty-acid synthases (FAS2_CANAL and FAS_CHICK, Table I, 2.) and polyketide synthases [MSAS_PENPA and STCJ_EMENI (Table I, 3.) have been discussed in Hopwood 9 ]. In these cases the arrangement of the enzymatic modules within the multienzyme complexes is quite diverse.
In most of the other swapping events recorded in our study, the swapping fragments were identified as distinct modular domains known to be widely distributed in various proteins. 26 Many of these modular motifs are implicated in intracellular or intramolecular interactions (e.g., SH2 and SH3 domains, which are the swapped domains in Table I , 4.) or in extracellular domains involved in proteinprotein interactions (e.g., Ig-like domain, BFR2_HUMAN KMLS_SHEEP, Table I, 5.). The functions of the proteins harboring these motifs are diverse. In some cases, two proteins possess tandem repeats of a modular domain, and the first repeat of the first protein is more similar to the second repeat of the second [the receptor tyrosine kinase ILPR_BRALA and Tyo3_RAT (Table I, 6 .), and FGR1_DROME and KFMS_HUMAN (Table I, 7.)]. The occurrence of a protein-protein interaction domain twice (or several times) in the same protein probably serves to increase the affinity and specificity of the interaction. 27 The opposite order of the modular domains in the two protein might suggest that they were derived independently from two ancestral proteins (by domain shuffling), rather than by a local gene duplication event which was followed by diversification. Most of the proteins found in our screen have enzymatic activity. Interestingly, in almost all cases (except the peptide and polyketide synthases, mentioned above) one of the swapping fragments was identified as the substratebinding domain, whereas the other one was identified as the catalytic domain (or a modular protein-protein interaction domain). Previously described cases include the cellulases (Table 1, 8) , 28 in which the cellulose binding site is localized at different positions compared with the glycosyl hydrolase domain (or compared with fibronectin type III domain; for review see Gilbert and Hazlewood 10 ), and the sugar phosphotransferase family in which the sugar binding site (PTS-EIIC) is localized to different positions relative to the primary phosphorylation site (PTS-EIIA) or to the secondary phosphorylation domain (PTS-EIIB; Table I, 9.). 7, 8 In several cases, the function of one or several of the swapped fragments is unknown, whereas the documented function of the two proteins is similar. For example, in the ␣-amylase precursors from Streptomyces lividans (AMY_ STRLI) and Thermoanaerobacter thermohydrosulfuricus (APU_THETY), two pairs of fragments are swapped and the function of only one out of the four fragments is clear (Fibronectin type-III, Table I, 10.). Similarly, a short fragment with unknown function is located in the Cterminus of several protein kinase C-like (PKC1) proteins (e.g., KPC1_CANAL) and is located in the N-terminus of some calcium-dependent protein kinases (e.g., CDP1_ORYSA; see Table I , 11.). It is reasonable to assume that the swapped fragments serve distinct functions, and thus our analysis may define functional domains. Another interesting case is of the dopamine receptors D3DR_MOUSE versus DADR_DIDMA (Table I, 12. ). The swapped segments are not defined as functional domains, but the swap seems to reflect a swap of loops in these seven transmembrane G-coupled receptors. In DADR_DIDMA the C-terminal cytoplasmatic region (i.e., the segment after the last transmembrane region) is similar to the previous cytoplasmatic loop (i.e., the segment before the the last transmembrane region) of D3DR_MOUSE.
In several cases we were unable to find common function to the swapping fragments or to the proteins harboring these fragments. GRSA_BACBR and PKSK_BACSU (Table III, 1.) are two polypeptides from related strains of Bacillus. GRSA_BACBR is a subunit of a synthetase of the cyclic peptide, gramicidin. PKSK_BACSU is a polykedite synthase. Although these enzymes synthesize different products, these two reactions are based on iterative condensation steps 29 that use similar modules. Some of the swaps we identified have been previously described in the literature. The swap between AMY2_ECOLI, which is an ␣-amylase, and GTFD_STRMU, which is glucosyltransferase (Table III, 2.) 30 is discussed in a review on circular permutations. 5 It seems as if ␣/␤ barrel domains, which exist in both proteins, changed their relative order.
Another case discussed in that review and in Ponting and Russell 31 is the case of the swap of domains between saposin (SAP_BOVIN) and aspartic proteinase ASPR_ CUCPE (Table III, 3. ). The swap seems to be within each saposin domain. The authors suggest that two different versions of this domain evolved from an ancestral soposinlike domain by a genetic event that changed the relative order of the four helices that are predicted to constitute each domain.
In an additional case we noticed a swap between ENTK-_BOVIN and NRP_CHICK (Table III, 4. ). The two proteins have very different activities. NRP_CHICK is a cell adhesion molecule, whereas ENTK_BOVIN is a peptidase. MAM is a domain associated with adhesion activity, and thus its appearance in NRP_CHICK is expected. On the other hand, ENTK_BOVIN is annotated as a peptidase, and it is not clear why it should contain a MAM domain. However, the location of the MAM domain in ENTK_ BOVIN is different from its location in NRP_CHICK.
And finally: LEU1_SOYBN is a 2-isopropylmalate synthase, and RRPL_CDVO is a RNA polymerase ␤ subunit. These are clearly very different proteins. Our analysis suggests that these two seemingly unrelated proteins contain segments that show sequence similarity, but in a different relative order.
DISCUSSION
The Pfam-based method was able to detect most of the cases that we report here. Nevertheless, there are cases of proteins in which the swapped fragment are not recognized as domains in the domain database. For such cases, it is important to apply an additional method that is based We submit that combined together these two methods are able to identify most of the cases of swaps in proteins in the current Swissprot database. We base this claim on the fact that our method, with the statistical thresholds that were used for screening, was able to detect all the documented cases of swaps that we were able to find in the literature. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the additional examples that were described here include most of the existing cases.
We have found only about 140 pairs, which represent about 200 different proteins (because some proteins appear in more than one pair). We compared all pairs from the current swissprot database, which amounts to about ‫01ء3‬ 8 comparisons. The low number of swaps identified thus suggests that swaps of fragments are rare evolutionary events.
Swaps occur mainly in long proteins: Only 3 proteins are of length shorter than 300 AA, and over 70 proteins are longer than 1000 AA. This unusual length distribution, i.e., the fact that short proteins do not contain swaps, suggests to us that there is probably no genetic mechanism that directly enables the shuffle of DNA fragments within a single gene. Thus, we can strongly doubt that there might exist a general genetic mechanism that facilitates swaps of fragments in coding regions of the genome.
Furthermore, the low number of the cases of swaps suggests that there may be selection against swap of sequence domains that might have occurred by random genetic events, in small, and middle-sized proteins.
Such negative selection is reasonable, because in proteins the interplay between sequence and structure is delicate and a shuffle of sequence fragments, especially in small and medium sized proteins, is likely to interrupt the native structure in a way that proteins will not be able to accommodate.
Another implication of the fact that only a small number of swaps have been detected is that it is unlikely that exon shuffling played a major rule in protein evolution. According to the exon shuffling model (for a review see Dorit and Gilbert 32 ), ancient functional units consisted of polypeptides of a few dozen amino acids in length that constituted expressed fragments of DNA (i.e., exons) and were shuffled to create longer proteins. This theory is in a heated debate (see e.g., de Souza et al. 33 and Stoltzfus et al. 34 ); we submit that if exon shuffling were a primary mechanism to create modern proteins, our methods would have detected a much higher number of swaps.
We have also tested if the frequency of swaps is higher in eukaryotes than in prokaryotes. In the data-set that we were using, 58% of the proteins are eukaryotes and 30% are bacteria (the rest are archaea and viruses). In the set of pair of proteins that contain swaps, 57% are cases were both proteins are eukaryotes, and 26% are cases were both proteins are bacteria. (The rest include archaea and viruses, or cases where the pair of proteins involved are not from the same domain of life). Thus, it seems that the frequency of swaps is similar in bacteria and eukaryotes, suggesting that the exon/intron structure of eukaryotes does not promote swaps. For 19 human proteins from the data presented in this article we were able to find reliable information (using the Ensembl server at www.ensembl.org/Homo_sapiens/) about the intron/exon structure of the corresponding genes. We used this information to check the correspondence between the swapped fragments and exon boundaries. Because the swapped fragments boundaries are a result of a Blast procedure and thus are clearly not precise to the single amino acid level, we consider a fragment and an exon to match if their locations were less than 6 residues apart. We define a 1:1 match if a swapped fragment is mapped into a single exon with a boundary match for both its N-and C-termini. We define a match when a swapped fragment is matched with more than one exon (i.e., the swapped fragment contained at least two exons, which match with the fragment N-and C-termini). We define a partial match if only one side of a swapped fragment (either the N-or C-terminal side) is matched with an exon boundary.
In no case we have found a 1:1 match between a single swapped fragment and a single exon. However, several cases show overall match between fragments and exons:
In VAV2_HUMAN, a guanine nucleotide exchange factor for Rho family GTPases, the first swapped fragment, which is a phorbol esters/diacylglycerol binding domain, can be mapped to exons 16 and 17 of the gene (although the N-terminal is 10 residue off) and the second swapped fragment consist of SH2 domain is nicely mapped to exons 22 and 23. It is very interesting to note that in CHIO_HUMAN, the protein with the swap relative to VAV2_HUMAN, the corresponding fragments do not mapped well into exon boundaries. Similarly, the phorbol esters/diacylglycerol binding domain does not mapped into exon boundaries in PKC (KPCM_HUMAN).
In another kinase, LIK2_HUMAN, all the three swapped fragments have remarkable partial (i.e., one sided) with exon boundaries, but the other sides of the fragments are off the exon boundaries. Likewise, in two more kineses (ABL1_HUMAN and ARK2_HUMAN) there is a good partial matches for the swapped fragments.
To summarize the comparison for the 19 proteins: In the four cases discussed above, we have found a significant match of fragments and boundaries. In additional 10 cases we found that at least one fragment has a partial, onesided match with an exon boundary, and in five proteins we did not see any correspondence between the exon structure and the fragments.
Overall, it does not seem that the data show a strong correlation between exons and swapped fragments. Still it is intriguing that quite a high number of fragments show partial one-sided matches to exon boundaries. However, the statistical significance of this observation is difficult to asses.
For longer multifunction proteins, the possible mechanism of swaps is then "fusion" from several functional modules in different order. These modules, which can function independently, can be more effective when they are fused together. 35 The modules can be assembled into a longer gene in various orders. In these cases, because the original modules have sufficient structural integrity and stability to function as independent proteins, it is more likely that the fused protein would be able to accommodate the modules in several different orders. Indeed, as mentioned above, many of these cases are of very long multidomain proteins in which it is likely that during evolution large domains were fused together in different orders. Nevertheless, even the number of long multidomain proteins that contain swaps is rather small.
These findings challenge the way we understand the concept of "mobile" domains in proteins. It is clear that some proteins represent a mosaic of domains. 36 Nevertheless, our study shows that this phenomenon is limited to a relative small number of families and that in general these domains are not fully independent units. Order constraints are generally preserved and the number of exceptions is rather small. These findings also has implications for genetic engineering studies that attempt to design proteins by the transfer of domains that carry specific functions. Our findings suggest that for these modifications to work it is imperative to pay attention to the location of the domains within their host proteins.
